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Abstract
Chanterelle finds a family is an original children's story geared towards children ages five to seven. Following the book, the author includes four sections relating to the making of the book and its developmental appropriateness.
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Learn more about Chanterelles, how to ID, harvest and eat one of the most popular wild mushrooms available. Visit wildfoods.ca. Sign in or Create an account. Items / $0.00. Search.

Golden Chanterelles are one of the most popular and prolific wild mushrooms, growing all across Europe (cibarius) and North America (fomosus, elenensis, phasmatis, appalachiensis, lateritius and more). Amazingly there are over 40 different varieties to be found across North America. While it can be difficult to distinguish between types, in general chanterelles are very easy to identify and super easy to cook, better yet they can act as a gateway to foraging other mushrooms. Their mild, nutty, almost apricot-like flavour makes them really versatile in the kitchen. Because their family includes two growing boys, David and Rumaan wanted their decorating style to accommodate their sons’ ever-changing needs and collection of toys.

“Things are always shifting, but that’s how a house should be: dynamic, not fixed,” Rumaan offers. The vintage watercolor is an original illustration from a textbook of Indian regimental uniforms; we have another in the office. The peacock painting was purchased on the side of the road in Bharatpur, India. The vintage photograph is from eBay. Our goal is to create a safe space where everyone (commenters, subjects of posts and moderators) feels comfortable to speak. Please treat others the way you would like to be treated and be willing to take responsibility for the impact your words may have on others.